Achieve business outcomes
faster and accelerate
innovation with KeyCore
Managed Services
Enabling digital transformation at speed, securely
88% of enterprise IT organizations have a cloud-first strategy, yet 86% of enterprise infrastructure spend is still directed to technology onpremises. Lack of cloud IT skills, tooling, and processes hinder digital transformation execution plans and thus business outcomes.
Regardless of where your organization is in your digital transformation process, KeyCore powered by AWS Managed Services (AMS) provides an
operating model designed to accelerate your digital transformation and focus your resources on innovation and delivering business results.

Benefits

Operational
Flexibility

Enhanced Security &
Compliance

Cost
Optimization

Local DevOps experts &
application monitoring

KeyCore will provide
mission-critical application
support and leverages
enterprise operating model.
KeyCore will be the primary
point of contact with AWS.

KeyCore provides security
management, monitoring,
reporting, and compliance
conformance packs to help
you meet compliance
regulations.

KeyCore help identify
financial and capacity
optimizations and apply
cost savings to your
monthly fee.

KeyCore have local experts,
unique capabilities within
DevOps & customized
application workloads
monitoring with
remediation.

About KeyCore Managed Services
KeyCore deliver customer cloud operations with preconfigured run books for commonly automated tasks, we are able to give you 24/7/365 service-desk,
incident management & high availability on your business-critical applications. Our dedicated DevOps teams will assist you with cost optimization as a
continual process of refinement and improvement over the span of a workload’s lifecycle. KeyCore is an advanced migration partner, which gives you a
secure and cost saving cloud-migration and transition your business applications to our managed services. KeyCore will managed your websites,
database, middleware and applications.
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KeyCore delivers automation, operational excellence, and speed
KeyCore works with your organization to provide the level of cloud environment management that meets your needs. From incident
management to infrastructure optimizations. KeyCore leverages AMS enterprise operating models, infrastructure automation, and a broad
range of expertise to grow and maintain your cloud footprint, allowing your organization to focus on business growth opportunities, while
KeyCore works with AMS to optimize your infrastructure and handle incidents on your behalf. KeyCore extends AMS benefits to your cloud
environment and creates a single-point-of-contact to provide management of AWS applications, support for modernized architectures,
customized infrastructure-as-code, and IT Service Management systems integration.

Security

Incident detection

Automation

150+ security and operational
guard rails and compliance
checks.

Over 90% of incidents
proactively detected.

88% self-service automation,
well-defined run books for
automation.

Deep AWS Integration

Cloud Experts

Operation-as-Code

Operated by the experts who
built AWS.

Local presence of cloud experts
and application DevOps teams.

Leverage best-practice
templates from KeyCore and
AWS.

KeyCore is the largest developer and supplier of cloud solutions 100% dedicated to AWS in Denmark. We are an Advanced AWSpartner, and our more than 40 employees are some of the highest and most broadly certified AWS experts in Scandinavia. We
specialize in areas ranging from cloud migration, security and infrastructure to development & integration of customized cloud
services.
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Resources

About AMS

KeyCore Managed Services

Read more about how you
can innovated faster with
AWS.

KeyCore Managed Services deliverer AMS injected with our
expertise, local experts and unique capabilities within
DevOps expressed in our DevOps Philosophy.
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